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AbstractmStable high-order methods are developed for solving ditIerential equations with small 
coefficients for the second order terms. In particular, second-, fourth- and sixth-order methods are 
developed. The methods are developed for general linear two-point boundary value problems and 
proved to be stable and accurate. 
Results are presented for the one-dimensional convection-diffusion equation involving problems 
with and without boundary layers. The methods converged for all values of parameters attempted 
and the results compared favorably with other methods. The methods developed in this paper are 
accurate, stable, easy to use and applicable to other problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of our present study is to develop high-order numerical methods for solving differ- 
ential equations with small coefficients for the second order terms. Such equations arise in flow 
problems governed by Navier-Stokes equations with high Reynolds numbers. For example, the 
convection-diffusion equation 
--eA¢ +u.  V¢ = f (1.1) 
has been the subject of many papers as a model problem. In equation (1.1) e is the viscosity or 
diffusion coefficient and u is the flow velocity vector. Segal [1] analyzed several methods, which 
had been advocated in papers [2-7] for solving the convection-diffusion equation with small e. 
In the present paper, we shall present our methods and results for one-dimensional convection- 
diffusion equation, which is written as 
-e¢" + u¢' = ./. (1.2) 
Equation (1.2) involves problems with and without boundary layers. Segal [I] considered the 
case where u is a constant only. We included the case where u is a variable. 
Segal [1] reports that the upwind difference scheme is unconditionally stable but produces 
artificial viscosity. The scheme by II'in is very accurate for a simple case of (1.2), but inaccurate 
in other cases of (1.2) because it produces artificial viscosity like the upwind scheme. For the case 
where ~b is e-independent, Segal [1] proved that the numerical solution by the central difference 
scheme has an e-dependent error bound, although e didn't present any examples that show this. 
We have an example that shows this and will show that our methods have the e-independent 
error bound. When the solution curve of (1.2) has a boundary layer, the solution by the central 
difference scheme xhibits oscillations when e is small. But this defect can be removed when the 
mesh is refined in the region of the boundary layer. 
The defect-correction method has been investigated in [8-10] to combine the stability of the 
upwind method and the accuracy of the central difference method. However, according to Segal's 
report, the method is not useful for E << uh because of its slow convergence. 
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In our comparsion we included the so-called "methods of exponential type" which have been 
studied in [11-13]. They lead to diagonally dominant linear systems and show good accuracy. 
A drawback is that they cannot carry out computation when e is less than O(h a) due to the fast 
overflow of exponentials. Furthermore, their extension to the two dimensional problems are not 
yet reported to be effective. 
Recently Dekema nd Schultz [14] developed high-order methods for solving the elliptic singular 
perturbation problems. These methods rewrite higher derivatives in Taylor expansion i  terms of 
first and second erivative terms by differentiating (1.2). They have obtained up to a tenth-order 
method using only three points for one-dimensional problems and up to a fourth-order method for 
two-dimensional problems. The numerical results showed high accuracy in all problems tested. 
However, these methods dealt with problems with constant coefficients only. They also showed 
instability as e becomes very small. That is, they needed a finer mesh for smaller e. 
In this paper, we have developed stable high-order methods by stabilizing the central difference 
method. We re-approximate he central difference approximation by rewriting its error terms 
as a combination of first and second derivative terms and approximating them. Such a re- 
approximation process has a stabilizing effect and so we shall call our new methods the stabilized 
central difference methods (in short SCD methods). So far, we have developed and tested the 
second-order and fourth-order SCD methods using three points, and fourth-order and sixth- 
order SCD methods using five points. We have proved that the stability of the three-point SCD 
methods i e-independent, although the accuracy of these methods decreased to second-order ase 
was less than O(h~), However, the five-point sixth-order method maintained at least fourth-order 
accuracy for all e, which we verified by the rate of convergence. 
In one dimension the three-point SCD methods can effectively solve problems by the tri- 
diagonal method. The five-point SCD methods can use either Gaussian elimination or an iteration 
method. 
2. SCD METHODS 
Consider the following two-point boundary value problem with a small coefficient for the second 
order term 
Ly -- -ey"  + p(x) y' + q(x) y -- f (x ) ,  x E (a, b), (2.1) 
where ¢ > 0, and which is subject o a Dirichlet boundary condition 
u(a)=., U(b)=Z (2.2) 
or to a Neumann boundary condition 
y (a )=a,  y ' (b)=Y,  (2.3) 
where a < b and Ip(z)] < P, q(z) > 0 and p, q E C[a, b]. It is known that under these assump- 
tions, (2.1) has a unique solution [15, p. 72; 16, p. 145]. 
To set up the difference equation of (2.1) divide [a, b] into n equal parts, each of length h, by the 
R,+I set a = z0 < zl < z2 < ... < z ,  = b. For simplicity, let p(zi)  = Pi, q(zi) = qi, f ( z i )  = fi, 
and y(xi)  = Yi, y(z i  + h) = Yi+l, y(zi  - h) = yi-1, y'(xi)  = y~, y"(zi) = y~', etc. However, we 
shall use y(xi)  and Yi distinctly, whenever necessary, meaning discrete and continuous function, 
respectively. 
By Taylor expansion, we obtain the following central difference formulas for y" and y~ at x.~, 
r * 
assuming that y has\continuous fourth derivatives on [a, b]. 
y~t = Yi+l -- 2yi + Yi-1 h2 - (2.4) 
y~ _ Yi+a - Yi-1 h 2 
2h 6 (2.5) 
where ~, t /e [z i -h,  x~+h]. Substituting (2.4) and (2.5) into (2.1), we obtain the central difference 
operator, Lh, defined by 
Lhyi -- aiyi-1 + biyi + ciyi+l = fi + ri[y], 1 < i < n - 1, (2.6) 
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where 
and 
a i -  
e P i .  bi = 2e e pi (2.7) 
h 2 2h' h'2 ÷ qi; ei = - -~  + ~-~, 
eh~ pih2 (2.8) 
ri[y] - 12 y(4)(~) .{_ T ytH(,), 
where ~, ,7 E [zi - h, z~ + h]. Note that r~[y] are the local truncation errors of the central difference 
approximation. 
To obtain the numerical solution of (2.1) by the central difference operator Lh, say {~i}, we 
set 
Lh~i -- aiyi-1 + bifti + cifli+l = fi, 1 < i < n - 1, (2.9) 
and solve the resulting linear sj'stem. 
It is proved that the central difference operator Lh is stable for h < 2e /P  (see [15, p. 76]). 
Note that this condition establishes the diagonal dominance of the difference matrix. But this 
means that the stability of the central difference operator Lh is e-dependent. 
2.1. The Second-Order SCD Method 
The main cause of the instability of the central difference operator is its relatively small central 
coefficients, bi in (2.7), which are the diagonal elements of the difference matrix. Thus, our 
basic goal is to formulate a difference operator which has relatively large central coefficients, 
independent of e. 
We start by rewriting the central difference formulas for y" and y' in the following forms: 
H Yi+l - 2yi + Yi-1 h 2 .(4) (2.10) 
Yi = h 2 - "-~ Yi + RI; 
y~ -- Yi+l -- Yi-1 h 2 
2h 6 yT' + R2, (2.11) 
where R1 = -2h4y(6)(~)/6! for ~ e [xi - h, zi + h] and R2 = -h4y(S)(T1)/5! for 0 e [zi -- h, zi + h]. 
If we substitute (2.10) and (2.11) into (2.1), we can write the central difference approximation 
of (2.1) in a form that includes the O(h 2) error term for y'. That is, 
pih 2 m - 
LhYi - -  TY i  -t-R---- fi. (2.12) 
Here Lh is the central difference operator given in (2.6) and R = eh2y~4)/12 - eR1 + piR2. We 
- h 2- m/6 and add to Lhyi, which shall have a stabilizing want to approximate the error term -~,i yi / 
effect. 
Writing p(z)  = p, q(x) = q, f (x )  = f ,  we have from (2.1) 
ey,  = py, + qy _ f .  (2.13) 
By differentiating both sides of (2.13), we have 
e,J" = ~"  + (p' + q)y' + q' y - 1', (2.14) 
and so 
y., 1 f' (2.15) 
= 7 [V~' + (P' + q)Y' + q'Y] - 7"  
Substituting (2.15) into (2.12), we obtain 
h~pif~ h2r  2 , I 
Lhy i - -~e lP iY  i +p i (p~+qi )y i+p iq~y i ]+ R= fi 6e (2.16) 
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Note that the term p~h2y~'/(6e) in (2.16) can reinforce the central coefficient, bi, when ~i' is 
approximated by (2.10). 
We now approximate the converted error term in equation (2.16) by using the central difference 
formulas (2.10) and (2.11) for y~' and yr.. Then, adding the new approximation to Lhy~, defined 
by (2.6)-(2.7), we obtain the second-order SCD operator (SCD2 operator), L~,, defined by 
LhYi =- ai Yi-I + bi Yi + ei Yi+l = fl + ri [Y], 
where f~ = fi -- h2Pif[/(6e), and 
, p~ hpi (p~ + qi). 
a i =a i -~¢+ 12¢ ' 
b~ = bi + pJ - h2Piq~" 
3e 6e ' 
. hp,(v  + q,) 
c i = ci 6e 12¢ ' 
1 < i<n-  1, (2.17) 
(2.18) 
where ai, hi, ei are given in (2.7). In equation (2.17) 7"/*[y] are the local truncation errors of the 
SCD2 approximation of (2.1), which are given by 
v*[y] = - P~h472e y~4) __ Pi(P~ + qi)h 4 y~" - R 
36¢ (2.19) 
=-(eh2\--~- + -~e-~ ]p~h4~y}4) Pi(~+qi)h436e yim _ ~, 
where/~ = -¢R1 + piR2 = O(h4). 
To obtain the numerical solution of (2.1) by the SCD2 operator, say {.0~'}, we set 
L*  - *  * - *  * - *  e*  - *  hYi =--aiYi-l+biYi "4- iYi+l =f* ,  l< i<n-1 ,  (2.20) 
and solve the resulting linear system. (We shall need this notation in establishing the error bound 
theorem, that is, Theorem 3.2.) 
In Section 3, we shall formally prove the stability of the SCD2 operator L~ and establish 
the error bound of the numerical solution of (2.1) by the SCD2 operator. Furthermore, for the 
ease q(x) - 0, which is the case of (1.2), we shall show that the error bound of the numerical 
solution of (2.1) by the SCD2 operator is at most O(h2), independent of e, assuming that y is 
e-independent (see Theorem 3.4). In Section 4, we shall present he numerical results that verify 
these results. 
2.2. The Fourth-Order SCD Method 
Again we substitute (2.10) and (2.11) into (2.1) to write the central difference approximation 
of (2.1) in a form that includes all the O(h 2) error terms. That is, 
h 2 
LhYi -- -~(2piy~" -- ey}4)) + k = fi, (2.21) 
where Lh is the central difference operator given in (2.6) and/~ = -eR1 + piR2. 
Differentiating both sides of (2.14), again we have 
¢y(4) = py,, + (2p' + q)v" + (P" + 2q')~/+ q"y - f" .  (2.22) 
Then, by (2.22) and (2.15), 
2py'" - ey (4) = py'" - [(2p' + q)y" + (p" + 2q')y' + q" y] + f "  
= [ (~- -2p ' - -q )Y"W (P (P ' /q )  p"-2qt)y'-t-(P-~qc'--~-q")y] 
_ Pf___~ + f" .  
G 
(2.23) 
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Substituting (2.23) into (2.21), we obtain 
) Lhyi -- -~  -- 2p~ -- qi Y~' +(Pi(P~-I-qi).. P i " -2q~)Y :T (P ,q :e -q~' )Y , l+R 
(2.24) 
We approximate the converted error terms in equation (2.24) by using (2.10) and (2.11) for y" 
and y'. Then, adding these new approximations to Lhyi, defined by (2.6)-(2.7), we obtain the 
fourth-order SCD operator (SCD4 operator), L~*, defined by 
Lh Yi -- a**Yi-I -{- bi Yi "1- c~*Yi+l -- fs* -4- i [Yl, 1 < i < n - 1, (2.25) 
where f~* = fi - h2(pi f [ /e - f~')/12, and 
a** = ai -- p~/¢ --122P~ -- qi + h[pi(p~ -I- qi)/~24 - p~' - 2q~]., 
2 t tt p~ /e - 2p~ -- qi h (piqi/e -- qi ). 
b~* = bi + 
6 12 ' 
p /e - - qi h[pi(p  + q )/e - P7 - 2q ] 
e**  . _  e i  - -  
12 24 ' 
(2.26) 
where ai, bi, ei are given in (2.7). In equation (2.25) r**[y] are the local truncation errors of the 
SCD4 approximation of (2.1), which are given by 
r ** [Y ] - ' - (~- -2p~-q i )  ]~  yi(4) .  . .. (P i (P~q i )  P i " -  2q~) h4 Yi - R, (2.27) 
where/~ = -eR1 + piR2 = O(h4). 
To obtain the numerical solution of (2.1) by the SCD2 operator, say {~9"*}, we set 
hYi  -- i Y i -x+b i  Yi +ci  Y i+ l=f  **, l< i<n-1 ,  (2.2s) 
and solve the resulting linear system. (We shall need this notation in establishing the error bound 
theorem, that is, Theorem 3.2.) 
In Section 3, we shall prove the stability of the SCD4 operator L~* and establish the error 
bound of the numerical solution of (2.1) by L~*. We shall also show, for the case q(x) - 0, 
that the error bound of the numerical solution of (2.1) by the SCD4 operator is at most O(h2), 
independent of e, assuming that y is e-independent (see Theorem 3.4). In Section 4, we shall 
present he numerical results that verifies these results. 
2.3. Higher-Order SCD Methods 
In a similar way, we can obtain a sixth-order SCD method using three points. The re- 
approximation process becomes increasingly complex unless the coefficients are constant. More 
important, the accuracy of the sixth-order SCD method using three points reduces to second- 
order just as the fourth-order SCD method. This means the sixth-order SCD method does not 
have much practical value, because it needs a fine mesh to have better accuracy than the fourth- 
order SCD method when e is very small. We can overcome this defect by developing a sixth-order 
SCD method using five points. 
Here we present he formulation of the sixth-order SCD method using five points. Let us 
assume that p(x)  is a constant and q(z) - 0 in equation (2.1). Then (2.22) is written as 
eY (4) = PY"' - f " .  (2.29) 
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Differentiating (2.29), continually, we have 
cy(5) = py(4) _ f,,,, 
and 
ey(6) = py(5) _ f(4). 
Thus, from (2.30), 
and, from (2.31) and (2.32), 
y(5) = py(4) f,,, 
C 
Then, using (2.32) 
~;'[y] = - p~h~ y}') - k 
144e 
= _P~h 4 y}4) + ~R1 - piR2 
144e 
_ p h" y},) 2 h'y?) 
- - 144e  6----~- + 5! 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
*** a** 
ai --- - -~  
b~**--b**+ 
***  C**  C i  - -  _ _ _ _  
*** _ P~ . 
di - 720c' 
P? 
ei - 720e" 
= 
180e h 2 2h 12c 180e 
p~ 2~ p~ p? 
120e =U+6"~ +-"  120c' 
180c = -~+ 2h 12~ 180e; 
Here a~*, b~*, c~* are taken from (2.26), under the assumption p(x) = constant and q(x) = 0. 
We see that the local t runcat ion errors, r~'**[y] = O(h6). 
For the two points adjacent o the boundary, we use the three-point fourth-order SCD method. 
We shall present he numerical results of the five-point sixth-order SCD method for Problem 1 
(see Table 1.c). 
_ P~ h4 y~4) 2h 4 /p~ (4) pif~,, f/(4) + _ + O(h 6) 
- -  - 144¢ 6t  ~ -~ .  
P~ h4 (4) pih4f[ '' h4f  (4) 
= -720~ y~ 180----~ + 36---~ + O(he)" 
From equation (2.25), we write 
L~*yi - v/**[y] = f/**. (2.35) 
Thus, by substituting (2.34) into (2.35), we have 
** _ _  h4f~ 4) n**y(xi) ~ L~*yi + p~h4 y!4) + O(h 6) = f~ pih4f[H + (2.36) 
720e ' 180¢ 360 
We approximate the converted error term in (2.36) by approximating y~4) with the following 
five point formula 
y~4) Yi-2 -- 4yi-1 + 6yi -- 4yi+l -I- Yi+2 
= h4 + O(h~). (2.37) 
Then, adding the new approximation to the SCD4 approximation (2.25)-(2.26), we obtain the 
sixth-order SCD operator using tive points. That is, 
L*** a*** *** *** i Yi-2 + ei Yi+2 f/*** + r***[y], (2.38) h Yi =- i Yi-1 + bi Yi + ci Yi+l + d*** *** = 
where f~** = f~* - pih4 f~"/(180~) + h4f(i4)/360, and 
+ O(h6) (2.34) 
(2.39) 
cY (6) = p2y(4) p f- .f(4). 
C £ 
and (2.33), the error term (2.27) can be written in terms of y(4), f , , ,  and/(4). 
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3. STABIL ITY  OF SCD OPERATORS 
In this section, we establish the important properties of the numerical solutions by the SCD op- 
erators. We first establish the existence and uniqueness of the numerical solution by the SCD2 op- 
erator and the SCD4 operator, respectively. 
Greenspan [16, pp. 150-151] proved that, under the following condition, 
h < -ff2c (p= l<i<nmax Ip(xi)]), (3.1) 
the numerical solution of (2.1) by the central difference operator Lh exists and is unique and has 
the max-min property. Note that the condition (3.1) is chosen such that the coefficients in (2.7) 
satisfy ai < 0, bi > O, ci < 0 and Ibd >_ la~l + Ic~l. Thus, under the condition (3.1), the central 
difference approximation leads to a linear system Az = b, where A is a tridiagonal, diagonally 
dominant (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix with positive diagonal elements and negative upper and lower 
diagonal elements. 
In an analogous manner, we set up the following condition for the SCD2 operator, with an 
additional assumption that q(z) is a constant, 
h < min 15Pil 14(p~ + qi)[' i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n -- 1. (3.2) 
The condition (3.2) was set up so that the coefficients in (2.17)-(2.18) satisfy a~ < 0, b~' > 0, 
c~ < 0 and Ib~l _> la~l + Ic*l. Note that, under the condition (3.2), the approximation of (2.1) 
by the SCD2 operator leads to a difference matrix, which is tridiagonal and diagonally dominant 
with positive diagonal elements and negative upper and lower diagonal elements. Thus, under 
the condition (3.2), we can prove the existence and uniqueness of the numerical solution by the 
SCD2 operator and its max-min property, similarly to the central difference operator. 
We also set up the following conditions for the SCD4 operator, with the assumption that q(x) 
is a constant 
2c 4p~ - 2qi > 0, i = 1 , . . . ,n -  1, (3.3) 
and 
2 I Pi/(2e) - 4p i - 2qi p~ 
h < min ~ qi)-~---_-- ~ ~ min , i = 1,. . .  ,n - 1. (3.4) 
- Pi [ 2[pi(p~ "4- qi)] 
Under the conditions (3.3)-(3.4), we can prove the same properties for the numerical solution by 
the SCD4 operator. 
Note that the condition (3.2) is e-independent and the condition (3.4) is also practically e- 
independent. When both p(x) and q(x) are constants, we can show that without any restriction 
on h the coefficients in (2.17)-(2.18) satisfy a~' < 0, b* > 0, c~ < 0 and IbTI >__ laTI + Ic~l, and the 
coefficients in (2.25)-(2.26) satisfy a~* < 0, b~* > 0, c,* < 0 and IbT"l >__ laT*l + Ic7"1. 
Now, under the condition (3.2) and (3.3)-(3.4), we establish the stability and the error bound 
of the SCD2 operator and the SCD4 operator, respectively. Since we need different methods of 
proof for the case q > 0 and the case q - 0, we shall deal with these two cases separately. 
3.1. Stability for the Case q(x) > 0 
In this case, we shall use the following definition of the stability of a difference operator as 
given in [15, p. 76]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The linear difference operator Lh is said to be stable if, for sufficiently small h, 
there is a positive number M, independent of h, such that 
Iv~l ~ M{max(lv0l, lv, I) + max ILhvkl}, i = O, . . . ,n ,  (3.5) 
l<k<n-1  
for any discrete function vi, i = O, 1, . . . ,  n. 
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Note that stability is solely a property of the finite difference operator Lb. Using Definition 3.1, 
we now establish the stability of the SCD2 operator and SCD4 operator in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let L* h be the SCD2 operator defined by (2.17)--(2.18), and let L'h* be the SCD4 
operator defined by (2.25)-(2.26). Assume that q(x) - w /'or a positive number w. Set M = 
max(l, I /w).  Let v(xi) = vi be an arbitrary discrete function defined on the same Rn+l set. 
Then 
(i) under the condition (3.2) the SCD2 operator L* h is stable, and 
(ii) under the conditions (3.3)-(3.4) the SCD4 operator L~* is stable. 
PaOOF OF (i). If max Ivd occurs for i = 0 or i = n, then the definition holds trivially, since 
M > 1. So suppose max Ivil occurs for one of i = 1,2, . . .  ,n - 1. From the definition of L~, 
in (2.17) we have the identity 
b*vi =- -a  i v i -1  - c i v i+t  + LhV i ,  1 < i < n - 1. (3.6) 
Since q(x) - w, a constant, by assumption, q'(z) = 0. Thus, from (2.19), we have 
, 2e p~ 
b~ = ~ + q~ + 3~ 
2e p~ 
=~+~+~.  
Also, recall that by the condition (3.2) a~ < 0, b~ > 0, and c~ < 0. Thus, by taking absolute 
values of both sides of (3.6), we have 
2e p~ ) , 
-~ + -~¢ + w ]vii < lail lvi-t] + Ic*[[vi+al + [i*h vil 
< (laTI + Ic~l) max I~1 + max 
l_<k_<n-I l<_k<_n-1 
IL*nvkl. 
Then, using the fact laTI + Ic 7 = 2c/h 2 + PU(3*), we have 
+ + w Iv, I < + =-_ max Ivd + max IL'hvkl. 
-- l<k<n-1  l~k<_n- I  
Since the last inequality holds for every i, it follows that 
(~  P~ ) 2e + 3-~ + w max 
l< i<n-1  
2e P~ ]v~l+ max Ivd < ~+x-_  max 
--  ...$g / l<k<n-1  l<_k<n-1 
*v  ILh ~1, 
which implies 
Hence, 
w max Ivi]< max IL*hvk[. 
l<i<n--1 l<k<n-1  
max 
1<i<n-1 
1 
]v i i i - -  max IL*hvkl 
w x<k<_.-1 
*t) <M max ILh k l 
-- l<_k<n-1 
<_ M{max([v0[, vn D + max IL*hvkl}, 
l<k<n-1  
which means L~ is stable. 
(ii) is proved in a similar way. | 
Recall that when both p(x) and q(x) are constants there is no restriction on h, which means 
L~ and L~* are unconditionaly stable like the upwind operator. As an important consequence of
stability, we obtain the following error bounds for the numerical solutions by the SCD operators. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let Ip(x)l _ P, Ip'(=)l <_ P', Ip"(x)l <__ P", and q(z) = w > 0 for some positive 
number w. Let {'9~} be the numerica/solution of (2.1)-(2.2) by the SCD2 operator L'h, let 
{'9~*} be the numerica/solution f (2.1)-(2.2) by the SCD4 operator L'h* , and let {y(zi)} be 
the exact solution of (2.1). Let the condition (3.2) and (3.3)-(3.4) be satisfied, respectively. Let 
M = max(l, 1/w). Then 
1'97 - y(xi)[ <__ M 
1'97" - y(xi)l <_ M 
If y has continuous sixth order derivatives, then 
1,97 - y(~,)l __< M L\- ~ 
max Irg[yll; (3.7) 
l<i<n-1 
max Iv/** [U] I. (3.8) 
l<i<n-1 
h4p2~ P(P' + w)h 4 eh 4 Ph4 M ] 
+ --~--e J M4 + 36e Ms + -~6M6 + ~ 5j ; (3.9) 
h 4 (P(P'e+w) p" )  
lu~* - y(xi)[ < M [ ?--~-'~:4 ( P-P-~--: + 2P' + w) M4 + "~ + M3 
~h 4 ph 4 ] 
+5~6M6 +qT~Ms], (3.10) 
where M4 ~ max ly(4)(x)l, Mz ~ max [y'"(x)l, M5 - max [y(S)(x)l, and M6 = max [y(6)(x)[. 
a<x<_b a<_x<_b a<_x<b a<ac<_b 
PROOF. We prove (3.7) and (3.9) first. From (2.20) L* -* = . hYi = f~, and from (2.17) r/* L*hy i -- f* 
Thus, by the linearity of L~, we have 
L* '-* = L* -* * htYi -- y(zi)] hYi -- LhYi 
= Z - L*hYi 
= - i f [u] .  
Using the boundary condition (2.2), 
y0 -u (x0)  = u.-* - u (~. )=0 
From the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
max Iv, I ~ M{max(lv01,1v, I )+ max IL~vkl}, 
l<_i<n-1 l<k<_n-1 
where M = max(l,  1/w). Now replace vi by '9~ - y(xi) to obtain (3.7). Next, we use (2.19) to 
obtain (3.9). We prove (3.8) and (3.10) similarly. | 
From this error bound theorem convergence follows immediately. 
3.2. Stability for the Case q(x) =- 0 
Now we want to establish the stability of the SCD operators and the error bounds of the SCD 
approximations for the case q(x) - 0. In this case, we shall analyze the stability of the linear 
systems resulting from the finite difference approximations. 
Note first that a finite difference approximation LhYi = fi + 7"i[y], i = 1 , . . .  ,n  -- 1, leads to a 
linear system 
L ,y  = f+ r[y], (3.11) 
where Ln is the (n -  1) x (n -  1) matrix, called difference matrix, y = (Yl,...,Y,~-I) T and 
f :  ( f l , . . . , fn-1)  T. If we set 
L ,~ = f, (3.12) 
then ~. = ('91,"" ,'9n-1) w is the numerical solution vector of (2.1) by the difference operator Lb. 
For the present case, we shall use the following definition as stated in [17, p. 103]. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. A sequence of operators {L,} is said to be stable if the sequence {Ln 1} is 
uniformly bounded for sufficiently large n, that is, if there is an no and a constant k such that 
sup IILX'II _< t < co (3.13) 
n_~ggO 
Often it is not easy to estimate the bound of LX x. For the central difference method Segal [1] 
used the following two lemmas to obtain the error bound of the central difference approximation. 
Using the same lemmas we can prove the stability of the SCD operators for the case q(z) = 0 
and estimate the error bounds of the SCD approximations. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let E be the n x n matrix such that 
(i) e i+ l i  - -  1 for i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, and 
(ii) all other elements are O. 
Let A = -oeE + I - #E  T, where I is the identity matrix. Let a +/3 = 1, a,f~ > 0 and a > fL 
Then 
IIA-1112 < ~ O(n). (3.14) 
I 
LEMMA 3.2. Let E be the n x n matrix as in Lemma 3.1. Let A = -aE  + I -  ~E  T, where I is 
the identity matrix. Let a +/3 = 1. Then 
IIA-Xll2 < O(n2). (3.15) 
In the above lemmas IIA-1112 = (1/a)x/2 with A the smallest eigenvalue of ATA [1]. Using 
these two lemmas, we first establish the stability of the SCD operators for the case q(z) = 0. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let the differential equation (2.1)-(2.2) have the coefficients p(=) and q(z), such 
that p(:c) = u for a constant u and q(x) =_ O. Let L ,  be the (n - 1) x (n -  1) difference 
matr ix resulting from the central difference operator Lh defined by (2.6)-(2.7), let L~ be the 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) difference matrix resulting from the SCD2 operator L~ defined by (2.17)-(2.18), 
and let L ~* be the ( n -  1) x (n -  1) difference matrix resulting from the SCD4 operator L'h* defined 
by (2.25)-(2.26). Then we have the following estimates ofllLfflll2, IIL*-1112, and IIL~*-1112 :
(i.a) IIL~alb ___ O(1) when ~ >_ uh/2, 
(i.b) IIL~alb < O(1/e) when e __. O(h2); 
(ii.a) IIL~,-xlb ___ O(1) when e ___ O(h2), 
(ii.b) IIL~,-alb < (e/h2)O(1) when ~ < O(h2); 
(iii.a) IIL**-llI2 <_ 0(1) when ~ >>_ O(h2), 
(iii.b) **-1 IlL, 112 < (e/h2)O(1) when e < O(h2). 
PROOF. Part (i.a) and part (i.b) are proved in [1]. So we prove part (ii) first. From (2.17), we 
can write 
L n = b~( -aE  + I - ~E  T) = b'A, 
where ot = -a  i /b  i and/3 = -c  i /b  i . Note that Ln, E, and A are (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrices. It 
is easy to show that a and ~ satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, assuming 
p(x) _--- u > 0 without loss of generality. Thus, for part (ii.a), we use Lemma 3.1 to obtain 
1 1 
< Ib 7---] a - ~ O(n - 1) 
_ 1 ,IbTI, O(n-1) 
Ib*l la~'--- c~ I 
h 
= - O(n - 1) 
U 
1 
= - -  O(n - 1) 
u.n  
= o(1),  
since u is a constant. 
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For part (ii.b), we use Lemma 3.2 and the condition e < O(h21 to have 
IIL~-II12 = ~T lIA-11b 
10( (n -  1121 
3eh 2 
-- 6e 2 + u2h20((n  - 1) 2) 
3~ 
- 6e 2 + u2h2 O(I) 
e 
= ~- O(I), 
for u is a constant and e 2 < O(h4). Part (iii) is proved similarly to (ii I. I 
Note that the stability of a given operator is independent of y in (2.1). However, the error 
bound of the numerical solution by the given operator is dependent upon y and its derivatives. 
So in establishing the error bounds of the numerical solutions by the central difference operator 
and the SCD operators, we shall assume y to be e-independent. Thus, we are ready to prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let y satisfy the differential equation (2.1)-(2.2) where p(z) ~ u for a constant u
and q(z) =__ O. Let y be e-independent and y E ca(0, 1), i.e., f depends on e. Let ~ be the 
numerical solution of (2.1)-(2.2) by the centrM difference operator, let 5r* be the numerical 
solution of(2.1)-(2.2) by the SCD2 operator, and let ~r** be the numerical solution of (2.1)-(2.2) 
by the SCD4 operator. Then we have the following error bounds of the numerical solutions by 
the given finite difference operators : 
(i.a) [[Y - YI]2 _< O(h2) when e >__ uh/2, 
(i.b) [[~ - YI[2 < O(h ~) + O(h4/e) when e < O(h21; 
(ii.a) [[~* - y[[~ < O(eh 2) + O(h4/e) when e > O(h2), 
(ii.b) []5"* - Y[12 < O(h2) when e < O(h2); 
(iii.a) IlY** - YI]2 ~ O(h4/e) when e >__ O(h2), 
(iii.b) IlY'* - yl]2 <_ o(h2) when e < O(h2). 
PROOF. (i) was proved in [1]. So we shall prove (ii) first. From the SCD2 approximation (2.17) 
and (2.20), we have L*y = f* + v* [y] and L*~* = f*, which implies 
which implies 
Thus, 
L*(y - ~*) = r*[y], 
L*- lr*r Y - Y* -- ~ tYJ' 
[lY* - YI[2 ~ IIL*-l I I2 • [[ [Y]II2. (3.16)  
Since 9 is assumed to be e-independent, its derivatives are also e-independent. Thus, from 
T* (2.19) [I [Y]II2 = O(s h~) + O(h4/e)  • Now, when e >_ O(h~), we have from Theorem 3.3 (ii.a), 
IIL~,-1[[2 _< O(1). Therefore, substituting these results to (3.16), we have 
][Y" - YI]2 _< 0(1) - [O(eh 2) + O(h4/e)] 
= O(eh 2) + O(h4/~), 
which proves (ii.a). Also, when e < O(h2), we have from Theorem 3.3 (ii.b), [[L~-X[[2 < eO(1)/h 2. 
Therefore, substituting these results to (3.16), we have 
= O(h2), 
which proves (ii.b). We prove (iii) similarly. 
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We note that the error of the central difference approximation is unbounded as e becomes 
small. This is because the coefficient matrix Ln is unstable. But we see that the errors of the 
SCD aprroximations are bounded by O(h 2) independent of e. 
One remaining problem concerning the error bound is how to ensure the e-independent error 
bound when the solution y is e-dependent, that is, when there is a boundary layer in the solution 
curve. One answer is to refine the mesh in the region of the boundary layer. We shall discuss 
this in the next section. 
4. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In this section, we present the numerical results of several problems involving the one- 
dimensional convection-diffusion equation. We shall discuss problems without boundary lay- 
ers first to investigate the nature of stability. Then we shall discuss problems with boundary 
layers. For all these problems we shall compare the numerical results of major methods whenever 
they are available. 
For the given problems we computed the rate of convergence of each method with the following 
definition 
rate = log(errl/err2) 
log(hi/h2) (4.1) 
or  
rate = log(errl/err2) 
l og ( .2 / .1 )  ' (4.2) 
where nl  and n2 are the numbers of subdivisions of [a, b] and errl and err2 are the maximum 
errors with the grid sizes hl = 1/nl and h2 = l/n2, respectively. For all problems tested and all 
methods used we used the tridiagonal method except using Gaussian elimination for the five-point 
sixth-order SCD method. 
Table 1.a. Max imum error  for each ~, P rob lem 1 (n.r. s tands  for "no result") .  
Method  h e = 1 e = 10 -1 ~ = 10 -2  ~ = 10 -3  e = 10 -4  ~ = 10 - s  
UD 1/10 .39(-1) .22(0) .29(0) .31(0) .31(0) .31(0) 
1/20 .22(-1) .12(0) .15(0) .15(0) .16(0) .16(0) 
Win 1/10 .76(-2) .35(-I) .25(0) .3O(0) n.r. n.r. 
1/20 .19(-2) .89(-2) .95(-1) .15(0) .16(0) n.r. 
UNI2 1/10 .16(-1) .16(-1) .12(-1) .87(-2) n.r. n.r. 
1/20 .41(-2) .41(-2) .35(-2) .23(-2) .21(-2) n.r. 
CD 1/10 .84(-2) .13(-1) .16(-1) .16(-1) .16(-1) .16(-1) 
1/20 .21(-2) .34(-2) .41(-2) .41(-2) .41(-2) .41(--2) 
SCD2 1/10 .81(-2) .47(-2) .60(-2) .82(-2) .83(-2) .83(-2) 
1/20 .20(--2) .11(--2) .61(--3) .19(--2) .21(--2) .21(--2) 
SCD4 1/10 .23(-4) .32(-3) .36(-2) .80(-2) .83(-2) .83(-2) 
1/20 .14(-5) .20(-4) .26(-3) .16(-2) .20(-2) .21(-2) 
PROBLEM 1. We first consider the following equation 
- -e¢"  -4- ¢ '  = f (x ) ,  x E (0,  1), ¢ (0 )  = ¢(1)  = 0, (4 .3 )  
where f is given such that the exact solution is ¢(z) = sin(~'x). In this problem the solution has 
no boundary layer. Table 1.a shows the numerical results of the major methods with h = 1/10 
and h = 1/20. (Here UD stands for the upwind method, UNI2 stands for the uniformly second- 
order method in [13], and CD stands for the central difference method.) Note that the solutions 
by the upwind difference operator and the II'in scheme show artificial viscosity generated. Note 
also that the solution by the central difference operator has O(h 2) accuracy, even when h fails to 
satisfy the stability condition (i.a) of Theorem 3.3. In fact, the numerical solution by the central 
difference operator for this particular problem is shown to have O(h 2) accuracy independent 
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Table 1.b. Rate  of convergence (with h i= l /100 ,  h2--1/120),  Prob lem 1. 
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Method  • = 1 ¢ = 10 -1  • --- 10 -2  • = 10 - z  ¢ -- 10 -4  • = 10 - s  
UD .98 .98 .99 1.00 1.00 1.00 
II ' in 2.00 2.00 1.97 1.28 1.02 n.r. 
UNI2 2.00 2.00 1.98 1.75 1.94 n.r. 
CD 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
SCD2 2.00 2.00 2.24 3.82 3.19 2.03 
SCD4 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.98 3.64 2.12 
of ¢ [1]. Nonetheless, oscillations began to occur for much smaller ¢. But the numerical results 
by the SCD operators do not exhibit any oscillation, no matter how small ¢ is. Such numerical 
results verify the unconditional stability of the SCD operators which was proved in Theorem 3.3. 
We have computed the rate of convergence using the definition (4.1). Table 1.b shows the 
rate of convergence for each method with hl - 1/100 and h2 = 1/120. We note that the SCD2 
method and the SCD4 method show the error bounds predicted by Theorem 3.4. That is, the 
accuracy of the SCD2 method starts from second-order, increases to above third-order, and then 
drops to second-order. Also the accuracy of the SCD4 method starts from fourth-order and 
gradually drops to second-order as ¢ becomes less than O(h2). 
We have added one more table (Table 1.c) to compare the numerical results of the SCD 
methods with those of the fourth-order method developed by Dekema and Schultz [14]. Here 
we also present he numerical results of the sixth-order SCD method using five points. The 
numerical results show that the fourth-order method by Dekema and Schultz [14] maintains 
high-order accuracy until it shows inaccuracy for very small e. This is because of the instability 
of the method, which is due to the weak central coefficient. On the contrary, the fourth-order 
SCD method remains table for any small ~, maintaining at least the second-order accuracy for 
e's less than O(h~). Note that the five-point sixth-order SCD method maintaines the high-order 
accuracy for any small ~. 
Table 1.c. Compar ison with the fourth-order method  in [5]. Max imum error for 
each ¢, Prob lem 1. 
Method  h • = 10 -3  • = 10 -4  • = 10 - s  • = 10 -6  • = 10 -7  e = 10 - s  
Method 1/10 .81( -4 )  .81( -4)  .80( -4)  .11( -3)  .15(0) .57(+2) 
in [8] 1/20 .51( -5 )  .51( -5)  .51( -5)  .54( -5 )  .34( -2)  .76(0) 
SCD4 1/10 .80( -2 )  .83( -2)  .83( -2)  .83( -2 )  .83( -2)  .83( -2)  
1/20 .16(-2)  .20(--2) .21(--2) .21(--2) .21( -2)  .21(--2) 
SCD6 1/10 .51( -4)  .51( -4)  .51( -4)  .51( -4)  .51( -4)  .51( -4 )  
(5pt) 1/20 .17(--5) .16( -5)  .16(--5) .16(--5) .16(--5) .16(--5) 
PROBLEM 2. Since Problem 1 was a special case, we now consider a more general case, given by 
the equation 
-¢¢"+p(x)f'=f(z), z • (0,1), ¢ (0)=a,  ¢(1)=b. (4.4) 
where f, a, b are determined such that the exact solution is ~b(x) = exp(z) + cos(Trx). We have 
tested this example with p(x) - 1 and p(z) = (z + 1) 2. The numerical results of Problem 2 with 
p(x) = (z + 1) 2 are given in Table 2.a. We see that these results verify the theoretical results of 
Theorem 3.4. That is, the central difference method and the SCD methods exhibits the accuracy 
described in Theorem 3.4. Note that the numerical solution by the central difference method 
shows oscillations for small ~ as predicted by (i.b) of Theorem 3.4. But the numerical solutions 
by the SCD methods do not show any oscillation for any small e as was shown in Theorem 3.4. 
Note that the upwind method and the II'in scheme are not accurate, although the upwind method 
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Table 2.a. Maximum error for each e, Problem 2. 
Method h • = 1 • = 10 -1 e = 10 -2 • = 10 -3  ¢ = 10 -4 e = 10 -s 
UD 1110 40(-1) .89(-1) .12(0) .12(0) .12(0) .12(0) 
1/20 .24( -1)  .46(--1) .60(--1) .61( -1)  .61(--1) .62( -1)  
n' in 1/10 .10( -1 )  .38( -1)  .IO(O) .12(0) n.r. n.r. 
1/20 .26( -2 )  .97(--2) .45(--1) .60(--1) nx. .  n.r. 
UNI2 1/10 .17(-1) .34(-1) .20(-1) .16(-1) n.r. n.r. 
1/20 .43(--2) .88(--2) .62(--2) .45(--2) n.r. n.r. 
CD 1/10 .13(-1) .47(-1) .78(-1) .40(0) .37(-4-1) .36(4-2) 
1/20 .33(.--2) .88(-2) .16(-1) .32(-1) .23(0) .23(+1) 
SCD2 1/10 .25(-2) .29(-2) .75(-2) .81(-2) .81(-2) .81(-2) 
1120 .61(-3) .45(-3) .97(-3) .20(-2) .20(-2) .20(-2) 
SCD4 1/10 .75(-4) .91(-3) .60(-2) .81(-2) .81(-2) .81(-2) 
1[20 .47(--5)  .57(- -4)  .52(- -3)  .19(- -2)  .20( - -2)  .20(--2) 
is unconditionally stable. On the contrary, the SCD methods are not only unconditionally stable, 
but also accurate for any small ¢. 
In Table 2.b, we present he ratio of convergence of each method used in Problem 2. As in 
Problem 1 we used hl = 1/100 and h2 = 1/120. We mention that the ratio of the central 
difference method for e < 10 -2 cannot be given due to the inaccuracy of the solution. However, 
the SCD methods how ratios consistent with those of Table 1.b. 
Table 2.b. Rate of convergence (with hl=l/lO0, h2=1/120), Problem 2. 
Method e = 1 e : 10 -1 t~ : 10 -2 • --- 10 -3 e = 10 -4 e = 10 -s 
UD .97 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 
]]'in 2.00 2.00 1.88 1.82 1.96 n.r. 
UNI2 2.00 2.00 1.88 1.82 1.96 n.r. 
CD 2.00 2.00 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. 
SCD2 2.00 2.01 2.87 3.90 2.52 2.00 
SCD4 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.98 3.16 2.01 
We now consider the case where the solution has a boundary layer. In this case, the stability of a 
difference operator is the same as in the previous case where the solution does not have a boundary 
layer, since stability is a property of a difference operator, independent of the solution y. But the 
error bound of the numerical solution by a difference operator is dependent on the solution y, since 
the truncation error contains its derivatives. In the case where the solution has a boundary layer, 
Segal [1] uses a divided interval considering the thickness of the boundary layer. A disadvantage 
of using the divided interval is the difficulty in setting up the additional difference formula at the 
dividing point. So, instead of using the divided interval, we shall use coordinate transformation, 
which was introduced in [18-20] for solving the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. Such 
coordinate transformation can generate the effect of mesh refinement. 
Suppose a differential equation, whose solution has a boundary layer, is given by the equation 
d2¢ de 
-c~x2+p(x)-~x+ q(x)¢ : f(x), x E (0,1), ¢ (0 )=a,  ¢ (1 )=b.  (4.5) 
If we want to produce the effect of mesh refinement by the mapping 
x -- h(~), (4.6) 
we need to transform the original differential equation (4.5) to a new equation 
d2¢ de 
--¢ ~-~ +~(~) ~-  + ~(~)¢ : f(~), ~ E (0, 1), ¢(0) : a, ¢(1) : b, (4.7) 
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where 
~(~)  - p (h (~) )  d~ 2 \ "~]  ; ~1(~) - q (h (~) )  - -  ; ] (~,)  - f (h (~) )  - -  . 
We carry out the computation i  the (~, ¢) coordinate system using the uniform mesh on [0,1] 
of the ~-axis. Note that ¢(x) = $(~) at each point xi = h(~i), which means the solution of (4.7) 
at each point of the uniform mesh of [0,1] of the ~-axis is identical to the solution of (4.5) at 
each point x i  of the refined mesh of [0,1] of the x-axis. By proper choice of the transformation 
function h, we can have more and more points concentrated in the region of the boundary layer 
by the mapping (4.6). We shall show this graphically for our last problem (see Figures 1-3). 
PROBLEM 3. Our first example with a boundary layer is the following equation 
-e¢"  + ¢' = 0, z e (0, 1), ¢(0) = 0, ~b(1) - 1. (4.8) 
The exact solution is ¢(x) = (exp((x - 1)/e) - exp(- l /e)) / (1 - exp(- l /e)) .  Segal [1] used a 
divided interval [0, 1 - 8el and [1 - 8e, 1], considering the thickness of the boundary layer. We 
use the mapping 
tanh(c~) 
z -  tanh(c----~' (4.9) 
where c is chosen so that we have a proper ratio of points in the region of the boundary layer 
for a given number of subdivisions. As e becomes maller, the boundary layer becomes thinner. 
We can maintain the same ratio of points in the region of the boundary layer by increasing the 
number c. (We determined c for a given ratio, ranging from 1/3 to 1/5.) 
Table 3.a shows the computational results for Problem 3 using the ratio = 1/4. The results 
of Theorem 3.3 still holds for this problem and so the SCD operators are unconditionally stable. 
But the results of Theorem 3.4 cannot be applied directly to this problem, since the solution ¢ 
of (4.8) is e-dependent. However, the mapping (4.9) makes the solution ¢ less e-dependent, even 
almost e-independent. Thus, the error bounds predicted by Theorem 3.4 are roughly valid for 
this problem. The rate of convergence, shown in Table 3.b, supports this. 
Table 3.a. Max imum error for each ¢, Problem 3. 
Method h • = 1 z = 10 -1 * = 10 -2  ¢ = 10 -3 ¢ = 10 -4 • = 10 -5  
1/30 c = .6 c = .7 c = 2.1 c = 3.9 c = 5.6 c = 7.3 
1/60 c = .6 c = .7 c = 1.9 c = 3.7 c = 5.3 c = 6.9 
UD 1/30 .92( -3)  .40( -1)  .60( -1)  .39( -1)  .34( -1)  .34( -1)  
1/60 .46(--3) .21(--1) .44( -1)  .26(--1) .22(--1) .21( -1)  
Win 1/30 .10( -4)  .21(--3) .15(--2) .13( -2)  n.r. n.r. 
1/60 .26(--5) .54(--4) .47(--3) .42(--3) n.r. n.r. 
UNI2 1/30 .68( -5)  .11(--4) .11( -2)  .41(--2) n.r. n.r. 
1/60 .17( -5)  .28( -5)  .21(--3) .92( -3)  n.r. n.r. 
' C[) 1/30 .14( -4)  .21( -2)  .83( -2)  .65( -2)  .80( -2)  .12( -1)  
1/60 .36(--5) .53(--3) .32(--2) .20(--2) .22(--2) .28(--2) 
SCD2 1/30 .20( -4)  .13( -2)  .16( -2)  .22( -2)  .25( -2)  .37( -2)  
1/60 .51( -5)  .32( -3)  .11( -2)  .59( -3)  .72( -3)  .82( -3)  
SCD4 1/30 .38( -9)  .24( -5)  .22( -4)  .64( -4)  .18( -3)  .45( -3)  
1/60 .24(--10) .15(--6) .40(--5) .39(--5) .11(--4) .25(--4) 
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We mention that the results of the II'in scheme in [1] show almost exact accuracy for this 
particular problem. This is expected, because the II'in scheme is formulated by injecting an 
artificial viscosity term to equation (4.8) so that it may produce exact solution in each nodal 
point for equation (4.8) (see [1, p. 330]). Our results show that the scheme by II'in adjusts well 
to coordinate transformation, although its accuracy drops significantly. However, due to the very 
nature of the scheme, it can solve only the present problem accurately, but not other problems. 
Table 3.b. Rate of convergence (with h i= l /100 ,  h2--1/120), Problem 3. 
Method • -- 1 e -- 10 -1 ¢ = 10 -2 ¢ ~- 10 -3 t --- 10 -4 e -- 10 -5 
c=.6  c=.7  c= 1.9 c=3.7  c=5.3  c=6.9  
UD .99 .97 .95 .95 .95 .94 
]]'in 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.99 n.r. 
UNI2 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 n.r. 
CD 2.00 2.00 1.99 2.00 2.01 2.01 
SCD2 2.00 2.00 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.04 
SCD4 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.98 3.98 
Table 4.a. Maximum error for each e, Problem 4. 
Method h • --- 1 e = 10 -1 ¢ = i0 -2 • = 10 -3 ~ : 10 -4 • -- 10 - s  
1/30 c = .6 c = .7 c = 2.1 c = 3.9 c = 5.6 c = 7.3 
1/60 c = .6 c = .7 c = 1.9 c = 3.7 c = 5.3 c = 6.9 
UD 1/30 .96(-2)  .64(-1)  .15(0) .27(0) .38(0) .50(0) 
1/60 .51(-2) .33(-1) .69(-1) .13(0) .18(0) .24(0) 
]]'in 1/30 .10(--2) .45(--2) .10(0) .26(0) n.r. n.r. 
1/60 .26(-3) .11(-2) .29(-1) .12(0) n.r. n.r. 
UNI2 1/30 .18(-2)  .17(-2)  .54(-2)  .14(-1)  n.r. n.r. 
1/60 .45(-3)  .43(-3)  .12(-2)  .32(--2) n.r. n.r. 
CD 1/30 .11(-2)  .23(-2)  .87(-2) .22(-1)  .47(-1)  .81(-1)  
1/60 .27(--3) .57(-3) .33(-2)  .49(-2)  .10(--1) .17(-1)  
SCD2 1/30 .10(-2) .17(--2) .25(--2) .94(--2) .17(--1) .31(-1) 
1/60 .26(--2) .42(-3)  .12(-2)  .25(-2) .40(-2)  .65(--2) 
SCD4 1/30 .40(-6) .82(-5) .90(-3)  .10(-1)  .17(-1)  .31(-1) 
1/60 .25(--7) .51(--6) .41(--4) .23(--2) .41(--2) .65(--2) 
PROBLEM 4. Our second example with a boundary layer is the following equation 
-~¢"  + ¢' = f, x E (0, 1), ¢(0) = 0, ¢(1) = 1, (4.10) 
where f is determined such that the exact solution is ¢(x) = sin(~x) + (exp((x - 1)/~) - 
exp(-1/E))/(1 -exp( -1 /z ) ) .  This problem is a combination of Problem 1 and Problem 3. Segal 
used a divided interval [0, 1 - 8c] and [1 - 8z, 1] as in Problem 3. We use the mapping (4.9) as 
in Problem 3. The computational results are given in Table 4.a and Table 4.b. (We used the 
ratio = 1/4.) 
Note that the upwind difference method and the Irin scheme show inaccuracy similar to Prob- 
lem 1 and Problem 2. The accuracy of the central difference method, the SCD2 method, and the 
SCD4 method were not as good as that of Problem 3. This seems to be due to the more complex 
curve of the solution. Segal [1] obtained better esults using the divided interval mentioned above. 
We may obtain better accuracy by choosing a more effective transformation function h, which is 
subject to further investigation. 
In order to show how the coordinate transformation (4.9) produces the effect of mesh refine- 
ment, we have included the graphs of the solution curves by the SCD4 method for the present 
problem (see Figures 1-3). In these figures, w represents 1/~. 
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Method s --- 1 • - 10 -1 ¢ = 10 -2  • - 10 -3  • -- 10 - i  • -- 10 -5  
c - - .6  c - - .7  c - -  1.9 c - -3 .7  c - -5~3 c - -6 .9  
UD .97 .99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
I I ' in 2.00 2.00 1.93 1.08 1.01 n.r. 
UNI2 2.00 2.00 1.99 1.92 1.99 n.r. 
CD 2~00 2.00 1.99 2.00 1.99 2.02 
SCD2 2.00 2.00 2.03 2.89 1.84 1.98 
SCD4 4.02 4.00 4.00 3.47 1.81 1.96 
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F igure 1. The graphs of solut ion curves for Prob lem 4 with • = 10 -1 . The l ine 
s tands  for the exact  solut ion and the aster isks (*) s tand  for the numer ica l  solut ions 
by the  SCD4 method  with n --- 30. Here w -- 1/e.  
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F igure 2. The graphs of solut ion curves for P rob l~n 4 with • -- 10 -2 .  The l ine 
s tands  for the exact  solut ion and the aster isks (*) s tand for the numerical  solut ions 
by the SCD4 method  wi th  r~ -- 30. Here w = 1/e.  
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Figure 3. The graphs of solution curves for Problem 4 with ~ = 10 -s .  The line 
stands for the exact solution and the asterisks (*) stand for the numerical solutions 
by the SCD4 method with n = 30. Here w : 1/¢. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have developed stable high-order numerical  methods,  namely  the stabi l ized central  dif- 
ference methods  (SCD methods) ,  for the general  two-point boundary  value problems.  We have 
tested these methods  for the one-dimensional  convection-diffusion equat ion including problems 
with and without  boundary  layers. Results are presented for second-, fourth- and s ixth-order 
methods.  The results stayed accurate and stable for all ¢ tested, from 1 to 10 - s .  We showed 
this for P rob lem 1 in Table 1.c, but  the same is true for P rob lem 2. In fact, for Prob lem 1 and 
Prob lem 2, the SCD methods  showed stabi l i ty  and accuracy for any smal l  e. For Prob lem 3 and 
Prob lem 4, we needed a finer mesh for smal ler e. These new methods are signif icant in the sense 
that  they stabi l ize the central  difference method while improving its accuracy. Recal l  that  they 
are proved to be uncondit ional ly  stable in the case where both p(x) and q(x) are constants.  Fur- 
thermore,  the formulat ion of these methods  are s imple and they are appl icable to other two-point 
boundary  value problems with either Dir ichlet or Neumann boundary  condit ion. 
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